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Three months in the making.  
AnzacLive: a social media sensation, a 

!agship product for News Corp  
Australia - and an exciting, original user 
experience that relied enormously on 
striking visuals, and an e"ective brand 

strategy on all platforms for its success.  
An original, innovative product needed 

original, innovative design: to make 
the posts and brand modern, vibrant 

colourful, engaging and relevant. 

DESIGN
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Now and Then. 
 
We used colour enhancement to bring 
old black-and-white photos to life, lift-
ing them to look as if they’d been taken 
only yesterday. 

We also had to overcome the challenge 
of poor-quality photos and a general 
scarcity of images of our characters.

Readers helped by sending us their 
own pictures - in some cases enhanced 
and colourised. 

THE CHARACTERS  
BROUGHT TO LIFE



A successful brand also relies on its visibility 
across all available media platforms.  
Our designs carried the AnzacLive brand  
way beyond our social media pages.

BEYOND SOCIAL MEDIA

We wanted the logo to be simple, 
recognizable, memorable, contemporary, 
powerful and relevant.

IDENTITY



Social media is a very visual forum; words alone 
struggle to grab attention in a busy space.  
Serving them up with endless mono and sepia 
period pictures - the traditional visual fare of  
WW1 coverage - would not bring the words to  
life convincingly. 
Therefore we had to be innovative, creative,  
fast and bold to make it more engaging for  
the users. 
 
DESIGN SOLUTION:  
Colourising old and sometimes low-res images; 
“then and now” images blending past and  
present; “memes” featuring AnzacLive characters’ 
quotes; new studio photo shoots of real objects 
that relate to characters; creating new pictures in  
a period style; graphic data visualisations; and 
short motion graphics video clips.  
The Art Lead also created DIY design templates to 
be used amongst the custodian teams.

THE FB POSTS

Photos we used for FB pro!les.
This is a suitcase of memories and clothes, bullets and  
equipment brought home from the war a century ago by one of 
our characters, Bert Reynolds. His descendants sent it to us.



The photos above have been colourised. 
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To mark the centenary of Australia’s 
traumatic experience at Gallipoli in 

1915, News Corp set out to o!er some-
thing di!erent to the familiar third- 

party, sepia-toned WW1  
reportage; to tell those extraordinary 

stories   in an entirely and enticing way.
It uses social media to tell the stories 

of real people from 1915, as if they are 
alive and posting right now. It is highly 
visual, engaging and entirely di!erent 

to traditional telling of the Anzac story. 

PRODUCT
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A clean, modern responsive website 
was designed to provide all the  
information in one single page for  
the users, build an e!ective online 
presence and emphasize our brand 
identity.  
It o!ers Instagram and Twitter feeds.  
The website has random background 
videos when refreshing the page.  
On mobile, the video dissapearing so 
the page loads faster for a better user 
experience.
  
  Go to website 

ANZACLIVE WEBSITE

http://www.anzaclive.com.au/


The FB pages are a two-way interaction, 
with characters responding in their own 
words to questions and comments from 
thousands of followers. The characters’ 
journals provide the material for the daily 
posts and responses. 
An AnzacLive narrator FB page acts as 
tour guide, stringing the stories together 
and also interacting with followers. With  
a total of 16,603 Pages Likes.
Volunteer custodians from across the 
company ran the characters’ Facebook 
pages in addition to their regular jobs 
along with the central team.  

  Go to Narrator page 

FACEBOOK PAGES

https://www.facebook.com/anzaclive


In addition to Facebook and a website, 
AnzacLive has a supporting presence 
on Twitter and Instagram.
  
  Go to Twitter   
 
  Go to Instagram

TWITTER / INSTAGRAM

https://twitter.com/AnzacLive
https://instagram.com/anzaclive/


AnzacLive was boosted at launch and close to Anzac Day by editorial support in 
News mastheads (online and print), plus two TV slots and some radio coverage.  Watch video

http://www.news.com.au/national/anzac-day/why-anzaclive-is-an-experience-like-no-other-give-it-two-minutes-on-facebook-and-youll-understand/story-fnmewwpe-1227289651063


49,406
FOLLOWERS

51.5 million
#TAG VIEWS

Followers loved being 
able to get to know the 
characters, to ask them 
questions, to chat to 
the narrator and other 
followers and to share 
their own stories. The 
right social medium (FB) 
allows the public  
to feel they are making  
a valued contribution 
for little e!ort on our 
part; while we can  
cherrypick the best  
stories for further  
investigation by News 
Corp journalists.
In the early days in  
particular we worked 
hard to make responses 
to characters as instant 
as possible, which  
emphasised the  
engaging “Live” aspect 
of AnzacLive. 

Audience: around 65% 
female; biggest chunk 
aged 35-44, from all 
over world but mainly 
Australia.
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